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Abstract Numerical simulation of an atmospheric DC arc under an axial magnetic field
(AMF) is performed with a model of unifying the plasma and electrodes. In the model the
configuration of the cathodic arc attachment is free. Results are given for a 200A argon arc
under 0–0.02T AMF. The simulation results indicate that, with the AMF, the cathode arc
attachment shrinks towards its tip. That induces many changes of arc configuration and arc
parameters, different from the calculation assuming a fixed cathodic arc attachment: as the
AMF increases, the plasma temperature nearby the cathode tip increases higher; the low
temperature hollow of plasma nearby the anode expands more intensively in both axial and
radial direction; the profile of current density on the anode exhibits a bigger concave shape;
arc voltage drop increases more; and more power is delivered to the anode. The elements
that cause the changes are discussed.
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Introduction
DC arc between a pointed rod cathode and a plate anode, which is called free burning arc, with
currents in the range 10–104 A, is widely used in different kinds of manufacturing processes,
such as welding, material surface processing, metallurgy [1, 2] and etc. Extensive numerical
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studies on DC arc plasma have been conducted to predict arc properties as well as electrodes
properties [3–12]. For practical application, an external magnetic field is usually imposed on
free burning arc in order to change the arc configuration [13]. In some cases an external
magnetic field may be applied on purpose to control the plasma deflection for a better welding
quality [14]. In other situations, axial magnetic field (AMF) is used to restrict arc developing
radially, so as to increase arc intensity as well as energy flux to the anode. Based on this effect,
imposed AMF is used to focus arc lamp column [15]. With 0.02T AMF on xenon lamp, the
radiation power of arc column dramatically increases by 70 %, most of them coming from the
area in front of cathode tip [16]. The radiation efficiency increases by 23 % [16]. For welding
applications, the AMF would increase the arc voltage, the temperature amplitude of plasma and
heat transfer to the anode [13]. With the AMF increasing, the arc column slightly shrinks nearby
the cathode, and expands nearby the anode [17, 18].
In order to understand the AMF effect on the free arc, Li [19, 20] performed a 2D simulation
using a model with fixed current density and temperature boundary conditions on cathode
surface (following called as ‘‘Fixed Cathodic Arc Attachment’’ Model-FCAM). The results are
shown in Fig. 1. With 0.02T AMF, the high temperature core of the arc plasma retracts towards
the cathode significantly, so that the high temperature core expands radially; the arc presents a
‘‘hollow bell shape’’, which is similar to the experimental results to some extent. Yin [21] has
conducted a 3D numerical study on welding pool under the influences of applied axial magnetic
fields. Quite similar to Li’s work [19], Yi’s 3D simulation also reveals that the rotating of the arc
should induce a hollow region in front of anode. Ref. [22] indicated that AMF induces the arc
rotating and the centrifugal flowing in near-anode region, which drags plasma off axis and
causes low pressure nearby the anode. The arc retracts towards the cathode tip, compressing the
plasma, so that the maximum temperature near the cathode tip increases [22].
So far the experimental and numerical researches on free arc under AMF only concerned for arc column and anode arc root, but not for a variation of the arc attachment on
the cathode. A key fact is that, the shape of the cone cathode tip and the current density
profile on it can strongly affect the cathode jet and hence the whole arc configuration.
Previous experimental researches indicated that AMF rotating arc may vary arc’s attachment on the cathode [16, 23–25]. So numerical research on AMF effects should unify the
arc column and the cathode. In this way the cathodic arc attachment behavior under AMF
as well as the consequent influence on arc column can be studied.
A fine prediction of cathodic arc attachment requires a model on plasma-cathode
interaction. In the community, models concerning plasma-cathode interaction can be
divided into three categories [26].
The first one involves the interaction of cathode-plasma sheath region but decouples the
plasma from the cathode sheath [27–32]. The heating flux to the cathode surface is usually
described by a one-dimensional non-linear method [28] and is concerned with cathode
surface temperature and current density. The arc column’s influence on cathodic arc
attachment is neglected. By using the model [33], Benilov has predicted multi-cathodic arc
roots and diffuse arc root. Employing the modeling results [28] _ENREF_33as the boundary
conditions for plasma column, Li [11, 12] researched on the non-equilibrium characteristics
of DC arc. Being decoupled from the plasma, the model is not proper for studying variations
of the cathodic arc attachment affected by arc plasma behavior under AMF.
The second one assumes the current continuity between the cathode and the plasma but
neglects the cathode layer [7, 34–36]. The model has to fix some arbitrary settings (for
example, 3,500 K) as insulation limit on the cathode surface [7]. In other words, this kind
of model is not physically self-consistent and only gives a rough prediction of cathodic arc
attachment.
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Fig. 1 Temperature contour [1] with (a) 0T and (b) 0.02T AMF, I = 200A, arc gap 3 mm

The third one takes into account the cathode, the LTE arc column and the pre-sheath region
[3, 4, 37–39], so that the interaction between arc cathodic attachment and arc plasma could be
reflected. The modelling takes into account the ambipolar diffusion of ions in presheath but
neglects the whole sheath layer [4]. By doing so, one can ensure the continuity of current
density from plasma to cathode. The model [4, 40–42] has been compared with experimental
data and the caculated cathode temperatures are in reasonable agreement with experimental
results. Since the current density on the cathode surface is highly related to cathode surface
temperature and a large proportion of it is electron thermionic part, one can inferred that the
calculated current density can be believable. Recently, by applying J. J. Lowke’s method [4],
B Bai has focused on the simulation of magnetically dispersed arc [23, 43].
Concerning for the variation of the cathodic arc attachment, we select a simple LTE
model of unifying electrodes and plasma (which was presented by Lowke et al. [4],
following called as ‘‘Variable Cathodic Arc Attachment’’ Model-VCAM), to study the arc
discharge under AMF. D_ENREF_5etails of this model can be found in references [3, 4,
39]. The AMF induced variations of the configuration of the arc column as well as the
cathodic and anodic arc attachments are present and analyzed. The differentials between
results from VCAM and FCAM are also given.

Numerical Model
ARC Column Model
In this study of high intensity argon arc at atmospheric pressure with arc current about 200A,
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) state is a reasonable approximation for the arc column
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region [44]. Experimental results show that the rotating plasma under AMF is homogeneous in
tangential direction [45], which means axisymmetric assumption is appropriate. The simulation
is based on the following assumptions: (a) the plasma flow is swirling, axisymmetric, steady,
and turbulent; (b) plasma is in the LTE state and optically thin to radiation; (c) motional electric
field is neglected, but Lorentz force generated by self-induced magnetic field’s is taken into
account; (d) the work of the pressure gradient and gravity effect is neglected. Based on those
assumptions, the governing equations in cylindrical coordinates (z, r) are as follows.
Mass conservation equation:
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Here vr, vz and vh are the radial, axial and tangential component of mass average velocity v. q, p,
T, h are plasma density, pressure, MHD temperature, and enthalpy respectively. l; j; r; U are
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temperature-dependent plasma properties (in laminar flow state) of viscosity, thermal conductivity, electric conductivity, radiation power per unit volume respectively. Cu and CT are
plasma viscosity and thermal conductivity in turbulent state. jr and jz are radial and axial
current density j ¼ rE. Bh and Bz are self-induced and external axial component of magnetic
field B. Fh ; Fr and Fz are tangential, radial and axial component of body forces F ¼ j  B.
Previous studies indicate that, in front of anode surface a back flow region emerges.
That intensive vortexes leading to a stronger mixture of cold and hot gas. An extra cooling
effect intensified by turbulence may happen in this back flow region. So that the turbulent
effect is taken into account.
RNG K - e turbulent equations:
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K, e, S and lt ¼ ep are turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation rate, norm of
turbulent strain rate, turbulent viscosity. Prt = 0.9, cl = 0.085, b = 0.012, g0 = 4.38,
at = 1.39, ae = 1.39, c1 ¼ 1:42 and c2 = 1.68 are the model constants suggested by
Yakhot and Orszag [46, 47].
In energy conservation equation, we assume that the viscous dissipation and the work of
the pressure gradient can be neglected due to the lower Mach number.
To unify the plasma column and the electrodes, a model presented by J. J. Lowke [4] is used.
This method neglects the space-charge layer. In near-cathode region (about 0.1 mm thickness),
electron number density continuity equation accounting for ambipolar diffusion is solved, and
the electric conductivity is modified according to the electron number density as follow:
ne e
ð14Þ
reff ¼
n0 =ðnT le Þ þ ð2ene neq Þ=ðnT rÞ
where n0 is the equilibrium neutral particle density, le is the electron mobility, nT is the
total particle density, neq is the equilibrium electron density.
The energy fluxes from plasma to cathode and anode surface are as follows:
dT
ð15Þ
Fca ¼ eaTc4  je Uc þ ji Vi þ k
dn
Fan ¼ eaTc4 þ je Uc þ k
jR ¼ ATc2 exp

dT
¼ 15
dn

Uc e
kB Tc

ð16Þ
ð17Þ

where, e, Tc, a, Uc, and Vi are the emissivity of the surface, the surface temperature, the
Stefan–Boltzmann constant, the work function, and the ionization potential respectively. je,
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jR is the electron current density and theoretical thermionic emission current density given
by the Richardson equation. A is the thermionic emission constant for the surface of the
cathode, e is the electronic charge, kB is Boltzmann’s constant. j, the current density at the
surface of the cathode, can be obtained from the current continuity equation. At the
cathode surface, ji and je are set to j - jR and jR respectively,when j is larger than jR. They
will be set to 0 and j respectively, when j is smaller than jR.
Domain and Boundary Conditions
The configuration of calculation domain in this paper is the same as that in Ref. [39], which
has been usually employed to investigate the arc characteristics [11, 39, 48]. The calculation domain consists of anode, cathode, near-cathode region and arc column, as shown in
Fig. 2. The calculation domain is around 35 mm in radius and length, much larger than arc
plasma area formed in front of cathode tip, so that the influence of inlet and outlet on the
accuracy of results can be reduced to the minimum. In cathode body J–A–B–L–K–J and
anode body C–D–E–F–C solid thermal conduction and electric potential equations are
solved. The cathode is assumed to be made of tungsten while the anode is copper and water
cooled.
The boundary conditions of the primary variables are summarized in Table 1. A–B–C–
D is the axis of symmetry of the system, where the axially symmetric conditions are
employed for the independent variables. I–H is the gas inlet, I–J–K–B is the plasmacathode interface, F–C is the plasma-anode interface, F–G–H is the gas outlet. At the gas
inlet, the boundary conditions for turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate are taken
as K = 0.005u2in and e = 0.1 qK2/l, which are typically used in hydraulic flow calculaoe
tions. At the gas outlet, oK
on ¼ 0 and on ¼ 0. At A–I, cathode bottom, current density is a
given constant jin and the total current is 200A.
The cathode material is cerium-tungsten. The coefficients used for cathode are listed as
follows:A = 3 9 104 A/m-2K-2,
Uc ¼ 2:63 eV,


kca ¼ 186  0:0737T þ 1:36  105 T 2 W=m;
r¼

109
S=m:
ð33:6 þ 0:278T þ 1:06  105 T 2 Þ

The anode material is copper, of which the thermal conductivity and electric conductivity are:
kan ¼ 400 W=mK,
r ¼ 5:714  107 S/m:

Results and Discussions
Numerical results are achieved by FLUENTÒ with user-defined-functions developed by Li
and Bai [19, 22, 23, 43]. The user-defined scalar (UDS) has been set to calculate the
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Fig. 2 Scheme of half section of simulation domain

Table 1 Boundary conditions
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electromagnetic field, and user-defined functions (UDF) have been written to implement
the extra source terms and transport coefficients. In simulation, the total current of arc is
200A while the AMF is set to 0T, 0.01T, 0.015T and 0.02T, and the gap between electrodes is 5 mm. Transport coefficients are taken from the Ref. [49].
To exhibit the AMF’s effects on cathodic arc attachment, the current density profiles
along cathode surface B–K–J are shown in Fig. 3. The figure shows that, the order of
magnitude obtained for the current density at the cathode tip is 1 9 108 A/m2. The peak of
current density is at the tip corner K, which is resulted from the cathode geometry.
Notably, as AMF increases, the current density decreases in the attachment fringe and
increases at the cathode tip. That indicates, cathodic arc attachment retracts towards the
cathode tip under the influence of AMF.
In Fig. 4, we present the comparison of temperature maps between results from the
VCAM and the FCAM. The cathodic boundary condition (current density and temperature)
for the FCAM is fixed as that predicted by the VCAM without AMF.
For the VCAM, the maximum temperature of plasma, close to the cathode tip, increases
as the AMF increases. The high temperature core elongates under 0.01T AMF, and then
retracts towards the cathode tip and expands radially under 0.015T/0.02T AMF. The
significant discrepancies resulted from the two models are as follows: (1) The maximum
temperature of plasma from VCAM increases obviously with AMF. That is in line with the
trend of the experimental results [16]. However the maximum temperature from FCAM
keeps almost unchanged; (2) When the AMF is set to 0.01T, the high temperature contour
(for example, higher than 18,000 K) from the VCAM elongates greater than FCAM; (3)
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Fig. 3 Current density profiles along line B-K-J on the cathode surface

Fig. 4 Temperature maps dependent of AMFs when using (a) VCAM; (b) FCAM

With 0.015T and 0.02T AMF, the high temperature region from the VCAM retracts
towards the cathode tip and expands in the radial direction more intensively. A larger low
temperature hollow forms near the anode.
The shrinkage of the cathodic arc attachment is able to increase current density in front
of the cathode tip. The plasma temperature there is hence enhanced.
The plasma flow of the free arc from the cathode to the anode is resulted from the
‘‘cathode jet’’ [50], which is ‘‘Magneto-Hydro Dynamics (MHD) pumping effect’’. The
AMF induces the arc column swirling, and causes the plasma centrifugal flow, which
induces a ‘‘MHD pumping effect’’ on the plasma. For the VCAM, the pumping effect, with
the addition of an enhanced cathode jet resulted from the shrinkage of the cathodic root,
prolongs the high temperature plasma core more intensively than that from the FCAM,
under 0.01T AMF.
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Fig. 5 Velocity maps for AMF 0.02T

The shrinkage of the cathodic root increases the radial current density jr near the
cathode tip. Thus the swirling flow near the cathode tip would increase, since the Lorentz
Force causing swirling is proportional to jr  Bz (Bz , AMF). The final result is, swirling
flow for the VCAM is more off axis than from the FCAM. That is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Starting from the cathode tip, the deviation of the maximum swirling speed (vh ) from the
axis from the VCAM is greater than from the FCAM on the same cross-section. That
induces more centrifugal flow (vr ) starting from the cathode tip, so as to change the
upstream flow direction of the plasma for the VCAM. While the centrifugal flow from the
FCAM develops far from the cathode tip. As a result, low temperature hollow around the
axis for the VCAM exhibits larger than that for the FCAM, under 0.015T and 0.02T AMF.
The radial profiles of the current density along the anode interface reflect the configurations of the anodic arc attachment and of the arc column near the anode. Figure 6 shows
current density profiles from two models. With 0.01T AMF, current density profile from
the VCAM presents a small ‘‘concave’’ shape at axis, but not a concave from the FCAM,
although the longer high temperature core for the VCAM. That means stronger swirling
flow from the VCAM than from the FCAM under 0.01T AMF. Centrifugal flow induced by
swirling flow changes the direction of the plasma flow near the cathode tip, so as to change
configuration of the arc column as well as the anodic attachment. With 0.02T AMF, the
concave of current density profile from VCAM exhibits much larger and deeper than those
from FCAM. That is in accordance with the low temperature hollow of the arc column
configuration, as shown in Fig. 4. Also, the circumjacent current density from the VCAM
is slightly smaller than that from the FCAM. Those means that the arc column near the
anode from the VCAM is compressed more than that from the FCAM under 0.02T.
To make a better understanding of the AMF effects from the VCAM, in Fig. 7, we show
the temperature maps with streamlines for a small region near the cathode tip. The groups
of flow lines in order have same origins at the gas inlet. As AMF increases, the streamlines
near the cathode shift and crowd towards the axis, while the outer temperature contours
(lower than 16,000 K) shift towards the cathode tip, although high temperature core
(higher than 16,000 K) expands. That means the gas flow towards the area in front of the
cathode tip is intensified with the AMF. That would compress and cool the arc near the
cathode tip. As a result, the cathodic arc attachment retracts towards the cathode tip when
using the VCAM. It does not from the FCAM, of course. It is notable that, with 0.02T
AMF, the streamlines in front of the cathode tip from the FCAM are more crowded than
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surface

Fig. 7 Streamlines and their
shift for different AMFs from the
VCAM
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from the VCAM, and the streamlines from the FCAM almost parallel the axis while those
from the VCAM departure the axis. That indicates that: (1) for the FCAM, without
shrinking of the arc cathodic root, ‘‘MHD pumping effect’’ significantly enhances axial
flow in front of the cathode tip; (2) for the VCAM, due to the shrinkage of the arc cathodic
attachment, jr  Bz (Bz , AMF) in front of the cathode tip is increased. This changes plasma
flow direction. As a consequent, under 0.02T AMF, the axial flow in front of the cathode
tip is not intensified, but weaken in fact. The backflow then comes close to the cathode tip.
As shown in Fig. 8, as AMF increases, the streamlines around the arc column crowd
centripetally, and the streamlines near the anode crowd axially towards the anode. Those
means axial flow around the arc column is intensified, and the arc plasma is compressed
centripetally around the arc column and axially near the anode. When AMF increases up to
0.015T and 0.02T, the plasma flow induced by the cathode jet and ‘‘MHD pumping effect’’
is dragged off axis by a centrifugal flow, which is resulted from the swirling flow due to the
AMF’s effecting on radial current component. Then a recirculation zone appears. And that
forms a low temperature hollow around axis near the anode.
To validate the turbulence assumption, we illustrate in Fig. 9, (a) the ratio of turbulent
viscosity to molecular viscosity and (b) the ratio of turbulent thermal conductivity to
molecular thermal conductivity. The maximum value of the former ratio is about 2.8,
locating in front of the cathode tip. The maximum value of the latter ratio is about 1.9,
locating in the outer arc column. This indicates that the swirl flow induces an obvious
turbulent effect. The turbulent flow assumption is valid.
The AMF has changed the configuration of the cathodic arc attachment, the arc column
and the anodic arc attachment. Consequently, that should influence arc parameters (voltage, power and etc.), as well as heat transfer to anode surface. They are listed in Table 2.
The arc column voltage drops from two models increase as the AMF increases. The
increment of the voltage drop mainly results from the increase of the current density near

Fig. 8 Streamlines at vertical-section for different AMF
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Fig. 9 a The ratio of turbulent viscosity to molecular viscosity and b the ratio of turbulent thermal
conductivity to molecular thermal conductivity: AMF, 0.02T
Table 2 Arc column voltage drop and total/conduction heat to anode
AMF

Arc voltage

Total heat to anode

Conduction heat to anode

VCAM (V)

FCAM (V)

VCAM (W)

FCAM (W)

VCAM (W)

FCAM (W)

0T

9.8

9.8

2,750

2,750

1,820

1,820

0.01T

10.9

10.85

2,900

2,806

1,970

1,876

0.015T

11.28

11.18

2,975

2,853

2,045

1,923

0.02T

11.58

11.43

3,020

2,921.6

2,090

1,991.6

the cathode tip and the conduction length of the arc column. Under 0.02T AMF, the
increment of the arc voltage drop from the VCAM is about 1.78 V, which is 0.15 V greater
than from the FCAM. The increment of arc voltage drop would increase heating power to
the arc column, so as to increase its temperature. The total heat flux to anode surface from
the VCAM increases by 270 W, which is 98.4 W greater than from the FCAM.

Conclusions
Numerical researches on AMF’s effects on an arc between pointed rod cathode and plate
anode are performed by using a LTE model of unifying the plasma and electrodes. The
results are obtained at the condition of atmospheric pressure, 200A argon arc, 0–0.02T
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AMF, and 0.668 m/s inlet gas speed. The cathode is of 3.2 mm diameter and 60° cone
angle. The arc column exhibits a typical hollow-bell shaped configuration under AMF. The
AMF induces arc rotating and results in a MHD pumping effect, which makes a main
contribution to the shrinkage of cathodic arc attachment. The constricted cathodic arc
attachment increases the current density in front of the cathode tip, so as to increase the
temperature there. Also, it increases the radial current density near the cathode tip, which
then changes plasma flow direction there due to the AMF. It is the variation of the cathodic
arc attachment that remarkably generates the configurations of the arc column and anodic
arc attachment, different from those from the FCAM. Compared with the simulation of the
FCAM, one from VCAM: (1) obtains a shrinking cathodic arc attachment; (2) produces a
higher plasma temperature near the cathode tip and a larger low temperature hollow near
the anode; (3) the profile of current density on the anode exhibits a bigger concave; (4)
predicts a higher arc column voltage drop and total heating power to anode.
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